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Abstract
This paper will discuss the intersection of prenatal diagnosis and disability rights. An abortion for a
foetal anomaly (the refusal of this child) is presented today by many disability activists as more
condemnable that an abortion for rejection of maternity (the refusal of a child in general), because it
is argued a termination of pregnancy with an impaired fetus is an implicit statement that life with
disability is worthless. This argument, named “expressivist objection” to selective abortion, is
presented in absolute and immutable terms: a “eugenic abortion” is, and always has been, morally
wrong. Yet attitudes to the definition of life and the status of embryos, fetuses, and even premature
babies have changed over time, as have those to an abortion for a fetal anomaly. Moreover, the
emotionally powerful “expressivist objection” to selective abortion is a problematic concept. It
lumps together very different situations and levels of disability, extrapolates from “exemplary
disabilities” often compatible with autonomous life, to all the other inborn impairments, and
neglects the thorny issue of care for severely disabled children and adults, usually provided by family
members, mothers in particular. Disability activists’ strong claims also mask the existence of
important differences of opinion among people living with disabilities. Arguments advanced in
debate for and against abortion following an infection with Zika virus during pregnancy display the
multiple layers of the debate on abortion for a fetal impairment.
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